Let R be a finite Riemann surface with boundary Γ, and let A denote the algebra of complex valued functions that are continuous on R == R u Γ and holomorphic on R, and let ReA denote the space of real parts of functions in A. If n is the first Betti number of R then it is well-known that Re A has codimension n in C R {Γ), the space of continuous real valued functions on Γ. In other words, the space N of real measures on Γ that annihilate A has dimension n over the real numbers.
Fix ζ G R and let dm denote the unique positive measure on Γ such that u(ζ) = I udm = \ for all u that are continuous on R and harmonic on R. We know the following, from [4] : if dveN then dv = hdm where h is the restriction to Γ of a function that is meromorphic on R and regular on Γ. Moreover there is a meromorphic differential ω on R that is regular and nonvanishing on Γ and real along Γ, ω has the property that if hdm e N, hω is holomorphic on R. Also "ω = dm" in the sense that \ udm = \ uω Γ for every continuous function u on Γ. Hence if h is meromorphic on R and real along Γ then hdm e N because for all f eA
since hω is a holomorphic differential. Finally we know that ω has a simple pole at ζ, is otherwise regular on R, and vanishes precisely at the n critical points of the Greens function for R with pole at ξ. vanish on a set of positive measure, dm, we can now apply a result of de Leeuw and Rudin. We include a proof since our statement is slightly different. LEMMA 
(de Leeuw-Rudin [2]) Let h, g e S be linearly independent, if π(h, g) denotes the plane through the origin containing h and g, then π(h, g) Γ) S contains a line segment one of whose interior points is h if and only if g/h is bounded on Γ.
Proof. Suppose φ -g\h is bounded, let a = I φ \ h \ dm and then choose ε so small that -1 ^ ε(φ -a) <^ 1, then
Now h ± ε(φ -ά)h -h ± eg •+-εah e τt(g, h) and h is the midpoint of the line joining
and I f/h \ h \ dm = 0, i.e., //fc not constant. Now / = ag/h + β, since f/h is not constant a is not zero and hence g/h is bounded. Now suppose he S, and h doesn't vanish on Γ and ge S with g, h linearly independent then g/h is bounded on Γ so, as in the proof of the previous lemma, there is an a such that for all sufficiently small I εI, (1 -εa)h + εge S. Now let h, g 2 , g n be a basis for N. By the same argument there are a 2 , ** ,a n so that (1 -εa^h + εg { e S for all sufficiently small |ε|, i = 2, , n. Fix such a small ε > 0 and consider the functions / 4 = (l -εa^h + ε^, i -2, , n. First h, fi >fn are linearly independent because the matrix that expresses these elements in terms of the basis h, g 2 , , g n has determinant ε* , g n eF so that h, g 2 , , g n are linearly independent. Arguing as above we see that gjh is bounded on Γ for i -2, , n and it follows that g/h is bounded on Γ for all g eN. Suppose there were ηeΓ such that h(η) = 0, then it would follow that g(η) = 0 for all geN.
Multiplying by ω we see that this would imply that τ(τ]) = 0 for all τ e D. If φ is a holomorphic differential on the doubled surface R of R, then < £ > -z^ + iτ 2 on J? where τ u τ 2 e D t [1] , so we would have that every holomorphic differential on R vanishes at 7], that this is not the case follows from the Riemann-Roch theorem for instance. Now let h, ge S; neither of which vanishes on Γ then each lies on a face, and they lie on the same face if and only if 
Now suppose Γ has k components Γ u
, Γ k . Let 1 ^ s <^ k -1, and pick s of these components Γ h , « ,Γ ίs . We want to show that there exists ft e S so that ft > 0 on Γ h U U Γ is and
Let u be harmonic on R and u = = 0 on Γ h U U /\ and u = 1 on Γ -(Γ h U U /\). We consider the differential τ = -*d^ + ΐd^; in local coordinates τ takes the form and is therefore holomorphic. Next we consider the extreme points of B. From the de LeeuwRudin lemma we see that he S is extreme if and only if for every g 6 N ly the meromorphic function g/h is either constant or unbounded on Γ, this says that h must have a "maximal number at zeros on Γ".
LEMMA 5. If he S, then h has at most 2n -2 zeros on Γ, if h is extreme then it has at least n -2 zeros on Γ. If h has 2n -2 zeros on Γ then h is extreme.
Proof. Since hω is holomorphic on R, h has at most n poles on R, and since h is real on Γ it can be extended by reflection to the doubled surface R. On R, h has the same number of zeros as poles so if Z is the number of zeros of h on Γ we have
since P fg n and we know that h vanishes at ξ e R.
Now suppose that h is extreme, and that Q is a function that has a pole at ξ and zeros at the zeros of ω, then hQ is an extreme point of the unit ball of H\ again by the result of the Leeuw-Rudin. So we have [3] , Z-P + n-l^n/2.
Let us assume now that h has 2% -2 zeros on Γ. Since k = 2P -2Z and P ^ n and Z ^ 1, it follows that P = w and Z = 1 and since ho) is holomorphic and ω has exactly n zeros and one pole hω is nonvanishing. Now if geN t and g/h is bounded on Γ then g has 2n -2 zeros on Γ also, so gω is nonvanishing. Therefore, #//& -gω/hco is holomorphic on R and real on Z" 1 and hence is constant. So it follows from the de Leeuw-Rudin lemma that h is extreme. This finishes the proof.
If we take an h e S that is not extreme then as we have seen this means that there is a g e i VΊ such that g is not a constant multiple of h and g vanishes at each point of Γ where h does. If η is a point of Γ where g(η) Φ 0 then
that vanishes at η as well as all those points of Γ that h vanishes. Of course, there are infinitely many such rj so we have the following.
LEMMA 6. If h e S is not extreme and h has exactly k zeros on Γ, then there are infinitely many distinct elements of S that have at least k 4-2 zeros on Γ, the zeros of h among them.
Recalling that any element of h with 2^ -2 zeros on Γ is extreme we obtain:
COROLLARY.
B has infinitely many extreme points.
EXAMPLES. In [3] , it was seen that if D is a domain in the Riemann sphere obtained by removing n + 1 slits on the real axis then dz/F, zdz/F, , z n~ι dzlF gives a basis for the holomorphic differentials on D that are real along the boundary of D. Here F(zf -(z -e t ) (z -e 2n+2 ) where e u , e 2n+2 are the end points of the slits. Also τ -dz/F is nonvanishing on the boundary of D. Suppose R is conformally equivalent to such a domain D by means of a map φ. By means of the map φ we can bring back the differentials τ, zτ,
, z n~1 τ to get a basis for the holomorphic differentials on R, real along Γ. This basis takes the form T, <pΎ, , φ~ιΊ\ where 7 doesn't vanish on Γ. So any holomorphic differential on R that is real along Γ takes the form (ΣS a kψ k )Ί, where the a k are real. Since φ is real on Γ it extends to give a two to one mapping of R onto the sphere. Since every real value assumed on R -Γ is assumed twice on R -Γ it follows that φ is two to one on Γ. Take I <L n -1, pick r { on one of the slits i -1, , ϊ, not necessarily distinct. Then Πί=i ifP ~ r i)Ύ has exactly 21 zeros on Γ, counting multiplicity. We see also that this differential is extreme if and only if 21 = 2n -2.
GEOMETRY OF THE UNIT BALL IN THE SPACE 7
Let R be a finite Riemann surface with first Betti number n. Suppose there is a holomorphic differential 7 on R that is real along Γ and that ψ has 2n -4 zeros on JΓ and that 9? is not extreme. Then there is another such differential ψ such that F = ψ/£> is holomorphic on Γ, has a single pole on R and is real on Γ. So JP extends to a two to one map of R onto the Riemann sphere. Since F is real along Γ it follows, [3] , that F is one to one on R, i.e, F gives a conformal map of R onto a domain on the sphere whose boundary is a finite number of slits on the real axis.
Consider the case n -3, there are only two topological types possible: a plane domain with four boundary components or a torus with 2 discs removed. In the first case S has fourteen faces, in the second it has two faces. In the planar case if the domain is equivalent to the complement of a finite number of slits on the real axis then as we have seen there are many elements in S that have two zeros and are not extreme. Neither can such a point be on a face. It follows that such a point lies on a line segment that doesn't lie on any face. On the other hand if our domain is not equivalent to such a slit domain then every element of S is either extreme or lies on a face. The reason is that any element of S has either 0, 2, or 4 zeros on Γ. If it has two or four zeros it is extreme and if it has none it lies on a face.
